Dec 5 - about 1000 Noyes called Sadtler and said "work is in." This bus I'll go right over & tell
you. It was one that meant Jap & U.S. acc. to Sadtler's recollection.
Noyes called again by Sadtler but couldn't get the work.
Sadtler again went to Noyes - Bratton-Khoury said
Dec 4 - War Comm. told Sadtler "Easton incident - Warring is his."
Sadtler then did not know of Winds execution wage.

Japs would continue neg until ready to strike.

Sadtler never heard mending of warnings from Australian govt or movements Jap Fleet

Notes on:
Conversation with 
Col. Sadtler evening
of 11 Nov 41 at my
home.
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